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An Open Letter to US Pastors and Their Congregations:
“Moses Hess’ Primal Race Struggle” In America Now

Monday, 17 August 2020

Dear Pastor,

Blessings to you and your congregation in Our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.
In 1862, Moses Hess wrote in “Rome and Jerusalem”,

Race is the ‘Primal Struggle’
and
Class is the ‘Secondary Struggle’.

See page 226, in Google books,

“Rome and Jerusalem: A Study in Jewish Nationalism”
by Moses Hess

https://books.google.com/books?id=hmV0Lme6eyQC&printsec=frontcover&source=gbs_ge_summary_r&cad=0#v=onepage&q&f=false

Moses Hess, a Communist Zionist, later discussed his two-pronged concept of Communism with Karl Marx in 1865 - during the last year of the American Civil War (hold that thought). Karl Marx chose Secondary Class Struggle to disintegrate the Host Society and establish the Collective Commune. His Class Struggle was used by a cadre of 3,000 Marxists in the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia in October of 1917, under Leon Trotsky & Vladimir Lenin, to disintegrate the Russian Host Society. A virulent faction of the Russian “Social Democratic Workers’ Party” under Lenin used summary violence to seize power.

This Leninist Marxist coup d’état killed the Russian Czar Nikolai Romanov and all his family, including women and children. Many others were killed.
Later the death toll rose over 40 Million - mostly Christians.

By far.

Russia was a Christian nation. Thousands of Christian churches were burned down.
This Bolshevik - Soviet Communist genocide of Christians far surpassed the Holocaust of six (6) million Jews in Socialist Nazi Germany.

It is necessary to establish the State as Sole Moral Authority under Communism. In this way, dissent is eliminated (killed) - in pretext of State established morality.

The church is extinguished.

Christ’s Church, Pastor.

This is happening in America now. Churches burned, prohibited worshiping, prohibited singing, prohibited gathering, prayer and hymnal books removed from pews entirely, mandatory masking and more. All without Scriptural basis, without reason, without supporting facts, without representation, under edicts and proclamations, having no force of legislation, nor color of law, nor basis in faith, nor even common sense (hold that thought).


Trotsky and Lenin had been sent from New York to accomplish the Russian Revolution. They were funded by moneyed interests in America’s Wall Street banking cartel. They were sent to England to be trained beforehand. In the first decade of the 1900’s, Trotsky and Lenin made several trips to Britain, to learn from Sir Philip Wilson of the Marxist English ‘Fabian Society’.

The Fabian Society emblem, in stained glass, is a wolf - cloaked in a sheepskin.

Leon Trotsky (not his real name) returned to America in the 1930’s. Trotsky agitated for disintegrating the Host Society in America using Moses Hess’ Primal Race Struggle. After all, the American People were already sovereign in Christ’s Liberty in the US - so the other prong was called for. (See Galatians 5, KJB.)

Race - was the only other option in America.

(Remember now the US Civil War, an ocean away from Hess and Marx.)

A group of Frankfurt, Germany Marxists arrived in the US, in support of this Race Societal Disintegration approach, combined with other components - including Freudian Psychology in a comprehensive, general, theoretical attack - Criticizing All Facets of American Society.

The attack was dubbed ‘Critical Theory’.

Marx had championed the use of Criticism as a Weapon for Deconstructing the Host Society.

We are presently witnessing an Hess inspired ‘Critical Race Theory’ disintegration attack happening in American streets, Pastor.
Among these German ‘Frankfurt School’ Marxists was Herbert Marcuse, who later became the prophet and mentor to the collegiate dropout, Marxist group called ‘Weatherman’ - a violent Leninist faction of the Students For a Democratic Society (SDS), in the 1960’s and 1970’s in America.

The Weathermen killed and bombed right across America.
They killed Sgt. Brian McDonnell in San Francisco.
They blinded one of his fellow sergeants and injured seven other SFPD officers with nail bombs.
They shot and killed Peter Paige in Nyack, NY, during an Armored Truck heist.
They nearly shot the arm off Joe Trombino, his truck partner.
They shot and killed Sgt. Ed O’Grady & Patrolman Waverly Brown, a black man, of the Nyack PD - gunning them down in the street, while attempting a getaway with 1.6 million dollars in shopping mall receipts.
They were set to kill several hundred, US Army Non-commissioned Officers of all races and their wives & girlfriends, during an evening dance at Fort Dix in New Jersey, as well as several hundred Detroit Police Officers and innocent bystanders of all races in Michigan - all on the same day. By grace & heroism, this carnage was spared on Friday, 6 March 1970.
They bombed the US Capitol Building.
They bombed the Pentagon.
They bombed a judge’s home.
They bombed universities, post offices.
They bombed police stations, across the country.
They bombed corporate offices.
They bombed and they bombed.
And they bombed some more.
The Weathermen were funded by the Marxist National Lawyers Guild (NLG) - which also provided legal representation to them, from coast to coast.
Leonard Boudin, a Marxist attorney of the NLG, represented Communists Fidel Castro & Ernesto Guevara in the US. Leonard Boudin was father of one of the Weathermen -

Kathy Boudin.

Kathy Boudin, drove the U-Haul getaway van, when Sgt. O’Grady & Patrolman Brown were shot and killed in 1981. An attractive, shapely young woman, Kathy Boudin, held her hands high, requesting the officers holster their service revolvers, which she said were making her nervous, and they began to do so - an instant before her accomplices, black members of the Black Liberation Army (BLA), burst from the back of the van to shoot and kill these policemen in cold blood - in a hail of automatic weapons fire.
White & Black Marxists killing Black & White Cops.
Hardly Systemic Racism.

No.

Something else entirely.

Kathy Boudin in 1969, had been trained in Cuba by the Communist Cuban intelligence service - the DGI - along with other Weathermen, during a visit there as part of a cover story called the “Venceremos Brigade”. ‘College kids cutting sugar cane,’ the cover went.

The Leninist Cubans had exhorted the Weathermen to actively confront the US government and the entire US establishment, to destabilize and disintegrate it.

Kathy Boudin then was made Adjunct Professor at New York’s Columbia University and a Scholar in Residence at NYU Law School, having emerged from 20 years in prison in 2003. Columbia University is where Frankfurt Marxist Herbert Marcuse first settled into American life in 1933 - to later become guru to Kathy Boudin and her Weathermen accomplices.

Her fellow Weathermen are now training the present crop of violent Marxist Actors in American streets - naturally, under Moses Hess’ ‘Primal Race Struggle’ prong.

The Collectivist Playbook has not been altered.

It has not changed.

Many unsuspecting Americans, even among the clergy, find themselves dangerously ensnared in the Social Justice and Race Struggle web of rhetoric, spun by these Collectivist spiders.

(Remember now, the extinguished Russian church.)

Weatherman Eric Mann who attacked the Harvard Center for International Affairs in 1969, injuring its Director Ben Brown, served two years in prison, and is now training ‘Race Struggle’ Marxist Street Agitators in Los Angeles. Two of his trained disciples are Patrisse Cullors and Alicia Garza - reputed Co-Founders of Black Lives Matter (BLM).

Eric Mann has been doing this for fifty (50) years, with his wife Lian Hurst Mann (who got active early in the Berkeley Radical Psychiatry Collective - BRPC of the 60’s and 70’s). They never gave up, beavering away year after year, decade upon sordid decade. It must become wearisome - absent Reconciliation with their Creator and the Promise of Eternal Salvation to rinse away the mounting sins of this life’s entrenchments. Together the Manns run the L.A. based Labor Community Strategy Center (LCSC), where young black girls like Patrisse Cullors get their minds twisted in the Godless, murderous sect of Communist Collectivism.

Recently on the last Saturday in May, their Marxist girl Patrisse Cullors, in Los Angeles - during impassioned street speech to several hundred rioters, incited,

“LET’S BE CLEAR...
WE ARE IN AN UPRISING FOR BLACK LIFE!”
Then they rampaged across Los Angeles, rioting, burning, looting, destroying - disintegrating. Patrisse Cullors openly declares she is a trained Marxist.

Trained by Weatherman Terrorist Eric Mann.

See for yourself from 6:58 to 7:28,

“A Short History of Black Lives Matter”.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zp-RswgpjDB8

Marxists like to say things like ‘LET’S BE CLEAR,’ a lot. With noggins full of wicked nonsense maybe it affords a second or two, to gather up scattered thoughts from their evil, reprobate delusions. (Please see Proverbs 1, Isaiah 66 and Romans 1, KJB).

Now this 158 year old Communist dodge of ‘Primal Race Struggle’ is being funded to perhaps over a billion dollars, in an alphabet soup of dozens upon dozens of strategically severable, Marxist organizations, all like heads of a Hydra - when one is shunted, another appears. Very dangerous. Very, very dangerous.

Please see,

“America’s Own Color Revolution”.

https://journal-neo.org/2020/06/16/americas-own-color-revolution

In ‘Color Revolution’ above, writer F. Wm. Engdahl, demonstrates hundreds of millions (USD) from Banker Controlled Entities like Open Society Foundations, Ford Foundation, Tides Foundation, W. K. Kellogg Foundation, Hewlett Foundation, Marguerite Casey Foundation, Ben and Jerry’s Foundation and so many others, are being pumped into an alphabet soup of Marxist entities, like

- Freedom Road Socialist Organization,
- Communist Party USA,
- Democratic Socialists of America, and
- Committees of Correspondence for Democracy & Socialism,

which then disburse these funds into dozens even hundreds of severable, street actor groups like the inverted misnomers AntiFa, Black Lives Matter, RefuseFa, Color of Change, CASA de Maryland, Black Alliance for Just Immigration (BAFI) and many more, under a strategy of severability - should one organization be taken down, like heads on a Hydra, another pops up in its place - all with specific intention of disintegrating the American Republic, in contrived & specious ‘Primal Race Struggle’, which Moses Hess summoned from the darkest corners of his Communist, black heart 158 years ago - indeed perhaps the only truly black thing in all the present, ongoing ‘Race Struggle’.
Together, this is Orders of Magnitude More Chaos & Suffering Gathered for Action, than the Weatherman of old.

By comparison,

*The Weathermen were pikers.*

By comparison,

*The Weathermen were a cottage industry.*

America now suffers frightening Scale Exposure to the fullest consummation of Hess Race Struggle Insurrection. All 331 Million Americans have already suffered broad, unconscionable abuses - even unto death - in the present Collectivist push to deconstruct American Liberty. The Marxists, mere Banker Minions as ever, are fully committed to the field and will most assuredly, suffer severe penalty - even unto death - if consummation of their Race Struggle Disintegration of America is not achieved. *They cannot turn back now. Their desperation makes them all the more dangerous. Now.*

All of this just happens to coincidence with the death of an obscure cocaine & fentanyl addict and convicted felon - and by the way, with the second most important Presidential General Election in American History, come November.

In a word,

*Pretext.*

In another word,

*Specious.*

Pastor, for those with ears to hear, there is much to be learned by what the Marxists have themselves told us, about the terrors to come.

That is, absent their TOTAL REPUDIATION from the Pulpit - indeed from you, Pastor. From the Church.

*Christ’s Church.*

*Now.*

*Proverbs 28* notes, ‘the righteous are bold as a lion.” Let us Stand Tall and Stand Fast now, Brother, from the Pulpit. *Liberty...in Christ!*

Thank you Pastor.

---

Very Respectfully,

In Jesus’ Precious Name

Deacon Brooks
"What's Right What's Left" (WRWL)
International Radio Ministry

Prompt widest dissemination encouraged prayerfully, without restriction.
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US Nationwide Empirical Survey Shows: No Corona Virus (CV) Epidemic

Monday, 17 August 2020

Deacon Brooks of “What’s Right What’s Left” Radio Ministry (WRWL), drove across America, from coast to coast, over five (5) weeks, March through April of 2020, interviewing DOZENS of people, randomly, from all walks of life, in DOZENS of jurisdictions, all across the Country.

Guess how many said they knew someone who died of Corona Virus (CV)? You guessed it, Zero.

WRWL is aware of no other news outlet which conducted a nationwide empirical CV survey of this kind, right across the US. Further, Deacon Brooks tracked weekly percentages, for US and World deaths attributed to CV - over now nine (9) months. The result?

No Epidemic in US.

\[
\frac{168,000}{331,000,000} = 0.05\%
\]

0.05%
effectively Zero percent.

No Pandemic in World.

\[
\frac{770,000}{7,530,000,000} = 0.01\%
\]

0.01%
effectively Zero percent.

It is perhaps no surprise, the empirical survey matches so closely the reported percentages.
There never was, nor can be, a CV emergency. Period. Critical mass was never there. This is not a US public health epidemic emergency, nor pandemic in the world - now over ¾ of a year. Thus mask wearing is generally inappropriate, unwarranted & ill-advised - unless wearer attempts evasion of identification, arrest & prosecution, for riot, looting, arson, assault, murder, theft or other high crimes & misdemeanors.

Case closed.

It IS however, a political emergency.

Now, ANY public health or other officials, elected representatives, community leaders, clergy, media or others, who still parrot the Grand Canard of Coronavirus Epidemic - to effect & support policies curtailing the liberty of Americans, may be guilty of Sedition - and in several jurisdictions, possibly Treason. This is because it has become demonstrated, in full knowledge of facts & statistics presented herein, that the spontaneous global lie of Pandemic - encompassing the lie of US Epidemic in its scope - has sought to destabilize the American Republic, and thereby given aid & comfort to its enemies.

Please see below, US Constitution Art. III, Section 3. and US Code, Title 18, Part I, Chapter 115, Sections 2381 - 2384, for what may follow. The penalties are quite severe - up to and including imprisonment or death.

For more information contact Deacon Brooks at,

wrwlministries@gmail.com.

Downloadable pdf file of the WRWL CV survey information, including accompanying political analysis with pertinent video links - for dissemination without restriction - is available at,

www.eagleforumofcalifornia.org.

Thank you. Blessings, in Liberty.

---

**US Constitution**

**Article III, Section 3.**

Treason against the United States, shall consist only in levying War against them, or in adhering to their Enemies, giving them Aid and Comfort. No Person shall be convicted of Treason unless on the Testimony of two Witnesses to the same overt Act, or on Confession in open Court.

The Congress shall have Power to declare the Punishment of Treason, but no Attainder of Treason shall work Corruption of Blood, or Forfeiture except during the Life of the Person attainted.
United States of America  
Penalties for  
Treason, Misprision of Treason, Rebellion or Insurrection, Seditious Conspiracy  
under  
US Code, Title 18, Part I, Chapter 115, § 2381 - 2384  
2018  

§ 2381 - Treason

Whoever, owing allegiance to the United States, levies war against them or adheres to their enemies, giving them aid and comfort within the United States or elsewhere, is guilty of treason and shall suffer death, or shall be imprisoned not less than five years and fined under this title but not less than $10,000; and shall be incapable of holding any office under the United States.


§ 2382 - Misprision of Treason

Whoever, owing allegiance to the United States and having knowledge of the commission of any treason against them, conceals and does not, as soon as may be, disclose and make known the same to the President or to some judge of the United States, or to the governor or to some judge or justice of a particular State, is guilty of misprision of treason and shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than seven years, or both.


§ 2383 - Rebellion or Insurrection

Whoever incites, sets on foot, assists, or engages in any rebellion or insurrection against the authority of the United States or the laws thereof, or gives aid or comfort thereto, shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than ten years, or both; and shall be incapable of holding any office under the United States.


§ 2384 - Seditious Conspiracy

If two or more persons in any State or Territory, or in any place subject to the jurisdiction of the United States, conspire to overthrow, put down, or to destroy by force the Government of the United States, or to levy war against them, or to oppose by force the authority thereof, or by force to prevent, hinder, or delay the execution of any law of the United States, or by force to seize, take, or possess any property of the United States contrary to the authority thereof, they shall each be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than twenty years, or both.


https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/2381
**WRWL Radio Ministry**

**US Population Involved Fatally With Corona Virus (%)**

**Nine (9) Month Timeline**

Monday, 17 August 2020

https://www.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker

\[
\frac{168,000}{331,000,000} = 0.05\%
\]

0.05%

effectively Zero percent.

**World Population Involved Fatally With Corona Virus (%)**

**Nine (9) Month Timeline**

Monday, 17 August 2020

https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus

\[
\frac{770,000}{7,530,000,000} = 0.01\%
\]

0.01%

effectively Zero percent.

*For further explanation & information about WRWL please see,*


*Facts are stubborn things - whatever may be our wishes, inclinations or dictates of passion, they cannot alter facts & evidence.*

*John Adams*
**Big Lie Marxism (BLM)**  
**Then & Now**  
**50 Year Timeline**  
1969 - 2020

1969  
G. Edward Griffin  
"More Deadly Than War"  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zh2ofRqEX3w

Please see at,  
minute 20:40 to 33:40,  
minute 34:14 to 48:53,  
and 1:11:03 to 1:14:35.

2020  
Bill Whittle  
"Black Lives Matter Kills People"  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fl9j_s_elvU

See all.

BLM Co-Founder Patrisse Cullors:  
"We are trained Marxists."

"A Short History of Black Lives Matter"  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zp-RswgpiD8

See at,  
minute 6:58 to 7:28,  
minute 9:23 to 9:47.

*In time of deceit, telling truth is a revolutionary act.*  
*Eric Arthur Blair*